When hardships and great personal tragedies prevent us from
extracting the joys from life, are we truly living? “On the Shoulders of
Giants” is not for those looking for excuses or for readers who are seeking
reinforcement for simply “wishing to change.” Korolak’s book is about
delving into the depths of why we are who we are and accepting
ourselves without hesitation. This reflective journey will lead you to a
place where you will unravel the mysteries of your inner self and then
emerge with a new sense of purpose.

Choosing Me
Before We
Every Woman’s Guide
to Life and Love
by Christine Arylo
Most of us have been there. In fact, some of us are still there. How do
we get out of a relationship that causes us to make excuses for our
unhappiness? Why do we feel it is necessary to put another individual’s
happiness above our own? In “Choosing Me Before We,” Arylo uses
personal experiences as examples and does so in a sassy and
refreshing way. She really lets the reader get to know her. Not only is
she honest, upfront and states it “as it is,” but within a single sitting
she’ll help you unfold your own relationship, lay it all out on the table
and take you from oppressive to progressive.
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On the Shoulders
of Giants
33 New Ways to Guide
Yourself to
Greatness
by Rhondalynn Korolak

The Amazing Adventures
of Working Girl
Real Life Career Advice
You Can Actually Use
by Karen Burns
Every job has its ups and downs, and apparently Burns (aka Working Girl)
has had every job – 59 of them to be exact. “The Amazing Adventures
of Working Girl” may be written for the young at heart and sound like a
whirlwind of a career fair, but the book dispenses real advice for those still
trying to find themselves through their J-O-B. And, regardless if the
position is corporate, freelance or entry-level, Burns’ playful style pairs
humor and persistence as the antidotes for surviving any industry.
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